Spatiotemporal features have significant importance in human action recognition, as they provide the actor's 3 shape and motion characteristics specific to each action class. This paper presents a new deep spatiotemporal human 4 action representation, "Deep Temporal Motion Descriptor (DTMD)", which shares the attributes of holistic and deep 5 learned features. To generate the DTMD descriptor, the actor's silhouettes are gathered into single motion templates 6 through applying motion history images. These motion templates capture the spatiotemporal movements of the actor 7 and compactly represents the human actions using a single 2D template. Then, deep convolutional neural networks are 8 used to compute discriminative deep features from motion history templates to produce DTMD. Later, DTMD is used 9 for learn a model to recognise human actions using a softmax classifier. The advantage of DTMD comes from (i) DTMD 10 is automatically learned from videos and contains higher dimensional discriminative spatiotemporal representation as 11 compared to handcrafted features; (ii) DTMD reduces the computational complexity of human activity recognition as 12 all the video frames are compactly represented as a single motion template; (iii) DTMD works effectively for single and 13 multiview action recognition. We conducted experiments on three challenging datasets: MuHAVI-Uncut, iXMAS, and 14 IAVID-1. The experimental findings reveal that DTMD outperforms previous methods and achieves the highest action 15 prediction rate on the MuHAVI-Uncut dataset.
to describe the action class, where v t are the total training videos (Figure 1 ). There are four main steps for 1 DT M D vt generation: silhouettes extraction and refinement, motion information gathering in the spatiotemporal 2 template, deep spatiotemporal representation of the actor's motion template and, finally, recognition of human 3 action classes using a softmax classifier as illustrated in Figure 1 . The following subsections describe the 4 methodology in more detail. The actor silhouettes are processed to form actor's motion templates through applying the holistic Motion 7 History Images (M HI) technique. Motion history images (M HI) [25] are computed from the actor silhouettes 8 f to produce a spatiotemporal information template. MHI is computed using eq. (1), where MHI is a 9 spatiotemporal template of all the actor's silhouette frames f in the video, representing the object of interest, 10 in this case an actor at time t on location (x,y) [9] , as described in eq.(1).
11
M HI = τ if f = 1 max(0, (0, f − 1)) otherwise
(1)
Here, τ is the total number of frames to generate M HI for each action sequence. The benefit of 12 using M HI is to reduce the spatial and computational complexity of an action, as the entire human action DTMD extraction. The last layer of the network is a Soft-Max classification layer, which performs the task of 7 action recognition as shown in (Figure 1 ). 8
Experiments 9
The proposed approach has been evaluated on the RGB IAVID-I, MuHAVi-Uncut and IXMAS datasets. The reason behind the good performance of Alexnet model within 12 sequential CNN models is due to its capability to resolve non-saturating activation of nodes, and applying 13 overlapping pooling, local response normalization and dropout regularization. After evaluation of the optimal 14 model for DTMD computation, the rest of the experiments will consider DTMD22 extracted with Alexnet.
15 Figure 2 . Confusion matrices for LOAO validation scheme on MuHAVi-Uncut, IXMAS, and IAVID-1 dataset using DTMD descriptor. entire process is repeated for all the actors and the average accuracy is reported. In MuHAVi-Uncut, IXMAS, 20 and IAVID-1, there are fourteen, ten and twelve actors participated in the data acquisition process and these 21 actors performed multiple actions several times.
Quantitative evaluation of DTMD

22
The observations recorded in Table 2 show that DTMD overcomes the high intra-class variation that raises 23 due to multiple actors performing the same action multiple time and accurately recognizes human activities.
1 MuHAVi-Uncut dataset has seventeen actions, performed by fourteen actors multiple times resulting in an action 2 prediction rate of 89.66%, which is higher than state-of-the-art methods. IXMAS dataset has twelve activities 3 performed by twelve actors multiple time and action prediction rate is 70.70%. Similarly, for IAVID-1 has The leave-one-camera (LOCO) validation scheme is used to estimate the stability of action recognition algorithm 8 using video representation from multiple camera views. In LOCO, action videos from multiple cameras except 9 one camera view are used for training and action videos from the remaining camera are used for testing. The 10 process is repeated for all the camera views and average prediction accuracies are reported in Table 3 .
Dataset DTMD Accuracy Dimension
MuHAVi-Uncut 4096 52.42% IXMAS 4096 60.80% Table 3 . Performance evaluation of DTMD using LOCO validation scheme on MuHAVi-Uncut and IXMAS dataset.
11
The MuHAVi-Uncut and IXMAS datasets are captured from eight, and five cameras views. The observa-12 tions recorded in Table 3 illustrates that DTMD does a reasonable job to deal with the high intra-class variation 13 that raises due to multiple views of the same action. DTMD is able to recognize human actions in the multi-view Table 4 . Performance evaluation of DTMD using LOSO validation scheme on MuHAVI-Uncut, IXMAS and IAVID-1 dataset.
To determine the performance of the system, the process is repeated for all possible combinations and average 1 accuracy is calculated, as illustrated in Table 4 . IAVID-1 are presented in Figure 4 , which portrays the stability of DTMD for HAR on large training data. The Table 5 . Performance of DTMD on IAVID-1 for instructor actions recognition.
Although resulting silhouettes of IAVID-1 obtained from graph-cut segmentation[? ] do not completely capture 1 the instructor as its movement may become semi-static during lecture delivery, causing the partial segmentation 2 of the instructor silhouettes, as shown in Figure 5 . However, the working hypothesis is that the MHIs generated angular positions of actors with respect to cameras views. As in IAVID-1, iXMAS action classes are fairly 1 visually similar e.g. watching watch, stretching head and folding arms, etc. This variation in actor's pose 2 causes no significant visual differences in MHI within each view and this is a major reason for lower action 3 prediction accuracy. Nevertheless, still, the proposed technique recognizes actions of iXMAS to some extent, 4 as shown in Table 6 .As shown in the same Table 6 , the method outperformed other state-of-the-art action 5 recognition approaches in terms of accuracy.
6
is capable of precise recognition of human actions performed by multiple actors in single or multi-view settings.
1
In comparison to some handcrafted features and deep learning HAR approaches, DTMD has shown better 2 performance on IAVID-1, as well as on standard action recognition datasets, due to the deep spatiotemporal 3 representation of action templates. In IAVID-1, DTMD successfully recognizes the eight basic actions of the 4 instructor, which indicates the practical application of the DTMD descriptor for action recognition task in 5 another domain. In future, we plan to construct a larger instructor activity dataset to promote research in 6 smart applications for educational institutes.
